Sale of unauthorized t-shirts brisk before the big game

By DAVID KINNEY
Editor-in-Chief

Game day hype just wouldn't be the same without the game shirt.

Everybody's seen them before. From the "Catholics vs. Convicts" design for the Miami rivalry to the less tasteful "Jimmy 'Yank My' Johnson" shirts in honor of the hated head coach of the Hurricanes, unauthorized shirts are a boon for the campus entrepreneur. The Notre Dame-Florida State match-up provides fertile ground. This is the week the professional pushers — and even a few newcomers — have been anticipating.

"The Chop Stops Here" promises one shirt. "Wide Right: The Tradition Continues" jokes another, jabbing at Florida State's annual sore spot. "Bowden's Last Stand: The Irish and Indian War," declares yet another. And, of course, there is no shortage of shirts that no one would take home to the parent.

Salesmen say the T-shirt business has been booming for the past week, with several thousand shirts being sold for this game alone.

Most students are in it for money, posting profits of anywhere from $75.00 to $1,000. "Some of it is going home," one student said. "And hopefully the rest will be for a plane ticket to see the national championship." Others say producing a game shirt helps them get fired up. "I always thought it would be cool to see people around campus wearing your shirt," said one student. "I'm kind of really into it. Don't be fooled, though. T-shirt production and sales is serious business, in part because of the potential quick money, but also because of the stiff penalties associated with merchandising on campus. Without exception, the students interviewed requested anonymity.

Violation of Notre Dame's licensing regulations can bring a summons from the general counsel's office, and students caught will have their merchandise confiscated and face disciplinary action for student affairs, according to William Kirk, assistant vice president for student life.

The process of putting together a shirt isn't as easy as one student said he came up with an idea and, after designing it with a couple of partners, produced the "Northern Exposure" shirt, depicting a leprechaun leaning against a thermometer and another police message for the Seminoles.

The pair paid a silkscreener $25.25 each for 200 shirts, and they've been selling them door-to-door for $10. "The sales are going really well well, we have sold about half his order, and he expects the rest to go by the end of the week.

Another student offered to sell shirts for an alumnus in New York. "The shirts are selling for $12, but he will only see about $1.50 per shirt. He said he was sold out before the game.

There's no telling whether the unauthorized versions are selling better than the licensed versions. Although the Notre Dame Trademark Office said information about sales is considered confidential, University Park Mall said it has sold out of the "Catholics vs. Convicts" shirt, and is ordering more for the weekend.

Ribuffo: Carter a contender in crisis

By HANNAH DUNN
News Writer

Although Jimmy Carter was deemed by political commentators to be too peculiar and stubborn for the leadership of America, he contended with world historical problems that no other president could have better solved, according to Leo Ribuffo, visiting history professor.

Ribuffo's lecture was based on a paper from research for his current work, a biography on Jimmy Carter. He focused on the "Energy in the Crisis of Confidence" speech delivered by Jimmy Carter on July 15, 1979, and on the economic conditions which preceded the address and its political ramifications.

"Energy in the Crisis of Confidence", as the speech, reveals the special problems that might have cost any president re-election—and the distinctive ways he handled them even if they wouldn't have," asserted Ribuffo in the lecture, titled "Malaise Revisited: Jimmy Carter and the Crisis of Confidence."

Carter's address in a time of American crisis of confidence implied that the problem actually lay in the character of the American public. Ribuffo claimed that this address, which has been known as the "Malaise Speech," was one of the most famous speeches made by a modern president.

"Since Carter and malaise seem inextricably linked for the foreseeable future, I use the July 15 speech as a focal point for interpreting the man and his presidency," stated Ribuffo. His paper uncovered the origins and reception of energy in the "crisis of confidence" and served as a report of the progress of his book on the Carter presidency. He offered speculation on Carter's presidential record and the general nature of his impact on the role of malaise in history.

Ribuffo concluded with an ex-

Geoghegan advocates an interest in the economy

By GWENDOLYN NORGLE
News Writer

The only thing people can do to contribute to positive change in the workplace is to get more involved, according to Thomas Geoghegan, according to Kathleen Geoghegan, according to Kathleen Geoghegan.

In contrasting the work force of past decades to today's work force, Geoghegan noted that "we don't live in a world any more where wages go up like ticks on a wage meter like they did in the 1950s and 60s."

Since workers in those days knew what their wages were in the year they were working and in years to come, they could plan ahead, he said.

They expected their wages to be "on an escalator." They had a right to a job and a right to health insurance because they had contracts, according to Geoghegan.

Today, however, workers have to lose their jobs at any time for any reason, except in cases of race or sex discrimination, he said.

In addition, workers have no right to a pension, he said.

"Pension funds are disappearing," Geoghegan argued based on his belief that there are no unions to ask for them. Unionization was "the fundamental institution of the American economy, and we weakened it in a 15-20 year period."

As a practicing Catholic and author of the book "Which Side Are You On," Geoghegan informed the audience on his political and labor views, during what he considers anti-union and anti-labor times.

The lecture was sponsored by the Higgins Center for Labor Research, the Thomas White Center on Law and Government and the Center for Social Concerns.
**INSIDE COLUMN**

**Veteran’s Day is time of reflection**

What does Veteran’s Day mean to you? Is it just another grumble, anxious for the upcoming weekend struggle between the forces of good and evil in college football? Is it just a day when we all have to dress up? Is it just another labeled day on the calendar, a reminder to mark the passage of time?

What should today mean to us? From grade school until high school we observed it by listening to some high school kid play taps.

In high school we made up the PA system, usually followed by a minute of not so silence. Sometimes a speaker from a POW/MIA group would come and speak about courage, or bravery, or remembrance. Needless to say, most of these words probably drifted off with the gossip heard at lunch.

Not many people realize how much our soldiers, sailors and airmen have gone through.

This day is for all the men and women who lived in the pits, in the mud, in the sand, in the snow. It is to remember the good and evil in college.

It's a day to remember the people who have gone through the human condition, which is harder than most of us can imagine.

The views expressed in the Inside Column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.

**WORLD AT A GLANCE**

**Study: angioplasty as good as surgery**

**ATLANTA**

A major study concludes that nonsurgical angioplasty is just as safe and effective as bypass operations for people with advanced coronary artery disease. The findings could influence the treatment of 100,000 heart patients annually.

Together, angioplasty and bypass surgery are performed on more than $500,000 Americans each year. The study released Wednesday is the largest head-to-head comparison to date.

The $8.5 million, federally funded study was conducted on 392 men and women who had blockages in two or more of the arteries that feed their hearts.

"The impetus was to find out whether angioplasty is a reasonable alternative to bypass for multi-vessel disease," said Dr. Spencer King III of Emory University, who directed the study.

After three years of follow up, he concluded that indeed it is a reasonable choice. Overall, three-quarters of the patients in both treatment groups were doing well. They had not died, suffered heart attacks or showed signs of seriously reduced function in their heart.

There was one major caveat. More than half undergoing an initial angioplasty eventually needed to have a second angioplasty, or bypass surgery. Because of these repeat, initial treatment with angioplasty turns out in the end to be just as expensive as bypass surgery.

Breach of promise award: $178,000

**CHICAGO**

She said she promised him "a great adventure." He said she wasn't truthful about her background. Their relationship flavored and she did more than get mad. She sued. And won — $178,000. Sharon Wilsey said her breakup with her fiancé, Oregon rancher Richard Austin Springs, cost her income, pain, suffering and psychiatric fees. On Tuesday, a U.S. District Court jury of seven men and one woman agreed and awarded her the money. The 1947 law has now clearly to redress the damages when love loses its allure. The 50-year-old was awarded $93,000 in past pain and suffering, $60,000 for the loss of income from her law practice and $25,000 for psychiatric counseling that she underwent after the seven-year engagement broke off.

Tourist becomes fifth fall victim at Canyon

**GRAND CANYON NATIONAL PARK**

A 24-year-old tourist plunged to her death while posing for a picture above the Grand Canyon, the fifth fatal fall since April. The accident occurred Tuesday when the tourist, from the canyon’s south rim, said Detective David Ramos of the Coconino County Sheriff’s Department. The tourist did not return a message. It is believed that she lost her footing while standing on the rim. A Colorado woman plunged 200 feet to her death while crossing to peer over a photographic spot at the south rim. On Sept. 5, a German man was killed in a 400-foot fall on the north rim. A Houston woman fell 150 feet to her death in the same area on Sept. 7 and a 51-year-old transient plummeted 360 feet at Mather Point on Sept. 8. There were only two fatal falls at the Grand Canyon in 1992, according to National Park Service records.

**Angioplasty**

Stopping heart attacks through angioplasty appears to save more lives than the waiting therapy which causes many of heart attacks.

A balloon catheter is inserted into the artery from a side cut in the leg. The balloon catheter is expanded. The plaque is pushed against the arterial wall. The blockage is gone for years or possible forever.

**Coronary artery bypass**

Blocked coronary arteries, which carry blood to the heart from the aorta, are narrowed or cut off by a vein from the patient’s leg.

**Sex raises heart attack risk**

Sexual activity slightly raises the risk of a heart attack, but is far less dangerous than getting out of bed the next morning, according to a study presented Wednesday to cardiac specialists. In a study of 1,112 men and women recovering from heart attacks, Dr. James Muller found that one percent of the heart attacks were triggered by sexual activity. In comparison, 10 percent were triggered by awakening. But the Harvard Medical School researcher isn’t advising people to give up sex and stay in bed. “These data shouldn’t be used to scare people, to say that sex is a dangerous activity,” Muller said. The findings underscore the importance of research into other heart-attack triggers, such as cigarettes and stress, he said.

Mundy pledges to improve marine minority

**ARLINGTON**

Marine Corps Commandant Gen. Carl Mundy pledged today to increase the number of minorities in the Marine Corps, saying his recent remarks about the capabilities of blacks had been misconstrued. “Although my words on another occasion have given the impression that I believe some Mariins, in part, because of their color, are not as capable as others ... those were not the thoughts in my mind, nor are they or have they ever been, the thoughts of my heart,” Mundy said. Last week, Mundy apologized for remarks that were quoted in a “60 Minutes” interview, in which he said test scores show minority officers do not shout, swim or use compasses as well as whites. The comments had set off a round of criticism from black leaders.

**INDIANA Weather**

**Indianapolis 59**

**NATIONAL Weather**

The Accu-Weather Forecast for tomorrow, Monday, Nov. 10.

Less severe high temperature zones for this day.

**Snow**
Laughter still important in life according to Pritchard

By MARY GOOD
News Writer

In this fast-paced, hectic, stress some college, it is easy to forget the importance of laughter, according to humorist Michael Pritchard.

Last night Pritchard reminded Saint Mary’s and Notre Dame students to “laugh at life.”

“If you can laugh at your troubles, you’ll always have something to laugh about,” Pritchard said.

In his presentation, “Power of Choice,” Pritchard conveyed his serious message and advice about making the right life choices while the crowd in Carroll Auditorium laughed hysterically.

A number of entertaining and inspirational anecdotes surrounding Pritchard’s own family life and his years as a junior high school teacher of English were related to make his point. He also spoke not only as a parent himself but also recognized the impact of parenthood has on the quality of life.

Pritchard’s presentation was built around the story of his son, who was born two months before he was scheduled to graduate from high school. As a motivational speaker, he added, Pritchard was able to convey his message to people of all ages.

Pritchard said, “I was torn,” Pritchard said, “but I was determined to do both.”

He took the bold and made the combination a reality. Pritchard is able to continue traveling and speaking about what happens to us and we do when we laugh.

Emphasizing the idea of making good choices is humorous, joyful and youth activity Michael Pritchard’s primary message to people of all ages groups is to laugh a lot. He spoke with great conviction that making appropriate choices is a funny business, and that the right choices make life better.

“Good choices important for coping,” Pritchard said.

When Pritchard realized that it’s important in life is in making choices, he said he decided to fill his life with faith and enjoy a fulfilling life of community service.

Pritchard’s personal story includes some inaccurate responses to a gender-blind policy. The University converted one dormitory for use by women only for fall, 1992. The conversion was not done to segregate men and women, but to accommodate the need for dormitory space.

As a result of thousands of dollars lost in phone fraud schemes, the University recently switched to pay phones that could be used for free off-campus calls to campus only, university spokesman Gerald Wray, switchboard engineer for the office of telecommunications said.

“There are phones around campus that nobody is responsible for,” Wray said. “If you get one, the phones are not ‘campus only,’ you leave yourself wide open for fraud.

Among those converted were several ‘house’ phones located in the Hesburgh Library, LaFortune and DeBartolo Hall. In addition, all phones located campus dorm will face conversion next fall, Patricia O’Hara, vice president for student affairs, said yesterday.

O’Hara confirmed that the officers recently determined that it will be necessary to convert a men’s residence hall into a women’s dorm next fall. They have decided to study the housing matter since this summer, she said, and the officers will announce which dorm will be converted by Dec. 1.

The dorm to be converted Pagbon Hall in fall 1992 in response to a gender-blind admissions policy that has brought more women on campus than ever. The policy, which gives women equal consideration in the admission process, has been in effect for two years.

The plan will make up 44 percent of the class of 1996 and 45 percent of this year’s freshman class.

O’Hara: No dorm yet selected for conversion

Editor’s note: Discussion of dorm conversion at Tuesday’s Hall Presidents’ Council meeting included some inaccurate information in a previous story in today’s Observer contained incorrect statements. The Observer regrets the error.

The officers of the University have yet to decide which men’s dorm will face conversion next fall, Patricia O’Hara, vice president for student affairs, said yesterday.

O’Hara confirmed that the officers recently determined that it will be necessary to convert a men’s residence hall into a women’s dorm next fall. They have decided to study the housing matter since this summer, she said, and the officers will announce which dorm will be converted by Dec. 1.

The dorm to be converted Pagbon Hall in fall 1992 in response to a gender-blind admissions policy that has brought more women on campus than ever. The policy, which gives women equal consideration in the admission process, has been in effect for two years.

The plan will make up 44 percent of the class of 1996 and 45 percent of this year’s freshman class.

CINEMA AT THE SNITE: “BREATHTAKING!”

“BREATHTAKING!” is a superbly picturesque epic love story.

“Fear is the little darkroom where negatives are developed,” Pritchard has found most of his insight through his work with small children. The most subtle lesson about the idea of America lies in the uninhibited spontaneity and creativity of children, he said.

“When we learn to include everyone the way children do, we are living the idea of America,” Pritchard said.

Pritchard told of a time when he was performing on the campus of a kindergarten class and he happened to receive at that time for the first time you have to do is

He quoted a French saying that he stands by, “In order to make doughnut holes, you must first make doughnuts,” Pritchard said.

Pritchard said, “I worked with Robin Williams, Dana Carvey and others at The Holy City Zoo.”

Pritchard won two significant awards that year. He was recognized as the “California Probation Officer of the Year” and won first place in the renowned San Francisco Comedy Competition.

Pritchard was being pulled in two very different directions: comedy and community work. Encouraged by the youths that he was working with, Pritchard tried his hand at making your dreams come true at Famous at The Holy City Zoo, a famous club in San Francisco. He started from scratch in 1993. When it was rare, said Pritchard.

“When Pritchard realized that everything in life is about making choices, he decided to fill his life with faith and enjoy a fulfilling life of community service.

“When we learn to include everyone the way children do, we are living the idea of America,” Pritchard said.

University switches 51 phones to campus only

As a result of thousands of dollars lost in phone fraud schemes, the University recently switched to pay phones that could be used for free off-campus calls to campus only, university spokesman Gerald Wray, switchboard engineer for the office of telecommunications said.

“There are phones around campus that nobody is responsible for,” Wray said. “If you get one, the phones are not ‘campus only,’ you leave yourself wide open for fraud.

Among those converted were several ‘house’ phones located in the Hesburgh Library, LaFortune and DeBartolo Hall. In addition, all phones located campus dorm will face conversion next fall, Patricia O’Hara, vice president for student affairs, said yesterday.

O’Hara confirmed that the officers recently determined that it will be necessary to convert a men’s residence hall into a women’s dorm next fall. They have decided to study the housing matter since this summer, she said, and the officers will announce which dorm will be converted by Dec. 1.

The dorm to be converted Pagbon Hall in fall 1992 in response to a gender-blind admissions policy that has brought more women on campus than ever. The policy, which gives women equal consideration in the admission process, has been in effect for two years.

The plan will make up 44 percent of the class of 1996 and 45 percent of this year’s freshman class.
Deng said he was able to offer a glimpse into leader's mind

By KATHY WILHELM
Associated Press

As communism continues to fall, the ultimate question for Deng is whether China's leadership can adapt.

Deng Xiaoping has reached out to the West, and the question for the leader is whether China's leadership can adapt.

But, says Deng, this is no easy task. He said that the leadership must be flexible and strong and that Deng Xiaoping's work is a clear example of this.

In Britain, more cops carry guns

By SHAWN POGATCHIK
Associated Press

London's criminal underworld is coping with an international glut of weapons.

In Britain, more crooks than cops carry guns, and it's helped make me a load of money.

Cowboy, as he calls himself, was wounded in the head by a police officer in a van last summer, escaping with gems worth millions.

In that conversation, readers of 'Deng Xiaoping's Selected Works: Volume Three' can provide every-thing from sawed-off shotguns to U.S.-made pistols.

The Home Office, responsible for law and order in England and Wales, said armed rob­ beries had nearly tripled in a decade to more than 100 a week.

Fifty-five people were killed in the U.K. last year, the highest figure in 20 years.

In Britain, more crooks than cops carry guns, and it's helped make me a load of money.

Casualties may have been from a rocket-propelled grenade launcher and a heavy machine gun into a van, said Edward Rausch, the American military spokesman.
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Deng says: "If I look forward, then, to see this achieved, I must like to live until then, and to see it achieved," he mutters.

"I do not want to kill anyone," Cowboy said. "But if I have to, I'll do my best.
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Bobbitt acquitted of marital assault

By ANNE GEARAN
Associated Press

MANASSAS

John Bobbitt was acquitted Wednesday of sexually assaulting his wife after a jury rejected his argument that she sliced off his penis to retaliate "at the very thing that harmed her.

"I'm thankful to the jury. They believed me," Bobbitt said. "I just want to get on with my life."

Bobbitt's wife, Lorena, will be tried on Nov. 29 on a malicious wounding charge. The same prosecutor will handle that case and wants to use the testimony against her. She faces up to 20 years in prison if convicted, as her husband had on a charge of marital sexual assault.

The jury of nine women and three men deliberated about four hours before clearing Bobbitt. Juror William Vogt said later that "the proof just didn't exist for the majority of the heart.

But Vogt said two women just held him for a time for a guilty verdict.

"They were worried about setting a precedent that women in the future would not be able to use the law to act against their husbands when involved in marital abuse. We were all worried about that," he said.

After hearing the verdict, Bobbitt, 26, jumped from his chair and bugged his lawyer, Gregory Murphy, then buried his face in Murphy's shoulder, "Oh Lord, thank you.

"I look forward to the day when Lorena Bobbitt is not in the lexicon of the feminist movement because she's not selling the truth," Murphy said.

Mrs. Bobbitt, 24, who had been cited by some feminists as a symbol of just how far abused wives can be driven, wasn't in court.

"Lorena Bobbitt lost the battle but she won for a time for a guilty verdict.

"We were worried about setting a precedent that women in the future would not be able to use the law to act against their husbands when involved in marital abuse. We were all worried about that," he said.

At an afternoon news conference, Clinton confirmed that Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin had asked him to grant Pollard clemency. "I will not make a decision on the Pollard case until I get" the Justice Department review, Clinton said.

Clinton opened an East Room news conference with a list of administration successes, from passage of the family leave bill to introduction of health care legislation.

The next big challenge, he said, was the North American Free Trade Agreement.

The president announced that four previously undecided House Democrats - Peter Hoagland of Nebraska, Mike Kreidler and Norm Dicks of Washington and Tim Valentine of North Carolina - would support the agreement. That still leaves him more than 20 votes short a week before a crucial House vote.

"The United States has enormously increased influence in the world community" if NAFTA is approved, the president said.

“Aware: HIV talk radio” to air on South Bend’s WUBU FM radio

By NANCY FENOCKETTI
News Writer

The biggest threat on the Notre Dame campus is that the majority of students don't accept the fact that they could be at risk for AIDS, according to Carol Seager, director of University Health Services.

A South Bend radio station, WUBU 106.3 FM, is trying to change that. Beginning Thanksgiving Day, the station became only the sixth station in the United States to broadcast the nation's singular syndicated talk radio show about HIV/AIDS: "Aware: HIV Talk Radio," as they aired the half hour show entitled "How to Negotiate Safer Sex.

"We're bringing this program to South Bend primarily to reach out and inform and educate our listeners - especially the large number of Notre Dame students that tune in everyday," said Abe Thompson, general manager of WUBU.

Created on Aug. 2, 1992, by executive producer and co-host Chris DeChant, the program is currently broadcast weekly on stations in Chicago, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, St. Louis, Cleveland and now, South Bend.

DeChant, who has a background in communication and AIDS awareness tested HIV-positive in October of 1991, says that his diagnosis has helped give him perspective for the show.

"It adds credibility that I'm HIV-positive, but the show's not about me," he said.

In the program focuses on health care, legal, social, and medical topics related to AIDS, he said.

Past shows have included:
- Everything You Wanted to Know About Condoms but Were Afraid to Ask,
- The future will bring the broadcast of Body Massage, Meditation, and Herbs; Natural Ways to Treat Common Consequences that got the attention of the whole country focused on marital rape and domestic violence, said Kim Gandy, executive director of the National Organization for Women.

In closing arguments, both sides focussed on the differences in the couple's stories of what happened the night of June 23.

"Why did she cut his penis off? Something happened and I submit to you something sexual happened that offended her and drove her over the edge," prosecutor Paul Ebert said.

"She struck out at the very thing that harmed her, the thing that hurt and she severed it," Ebert said.

"We need to give people information that can help them.

DeChant chose the radio for his medium to convey his message because of its accessibility problem," he said.

So far, the reaction has been very positive from an audience composed of anyone from teenagers to teachers to "somebody's bodyguard.

Yet, the average age of the listening audience corresponds with the age groups most susceptible to AIDS; most listeners are 18 to 40 years old, and fifty-five percent are between 16 and 32. This puts college students in the at-risk category. "College students need to take a look at their lifestyles and determine if they're doing anything that might put them at risk, and, if so, change it," Seager said.

Notre Dame has a number of resources on campus that students can turn to including Peer Educators (students educated about AIDS through the Center for Disease Control and the Red Cross), the SWAT Team (Students with AIDS Training) and AIDS Aware, a service organization.

Additionally, Notre Dame received preliminary approval to host the AIDS Quilt between Feb. 25-27. Seager said that anyone interested in this should contact student government.

Flower Delivery 7 Days
Posy * Patch
Super Saver Prices on Roses
Balloon Bouquets & Stuffing, Plants,
Fresh Flowers, Plush Animals, Gift Baskets
Clocktower Square
514 N. 3rd St
South Bend, IN 46607
(219) 277-1291
1-800-328-0206

Ever thought about a career in publishing?

The Rice University Publishing Program
July 10-August 5, 1994

Develop skills and career opportunities in book and magazine publishing from the nation's leading publishers. The New Yorker, Simon & Schuster, Random House and others.

For a free brochure:
School of Continuing Studios
Rice University
P.O. Box 1892
Houston, Texas 77201-1892
or call (713) 527-4803

When Work Is Your University it's a distinctly different experience.
Tour bus carrying Americans crashes, at least 10 dead

By DIRK BEVERIDGE
Associated Press

FAVERSHAM

A bus carrying Americans on a sightseeing trip to Canterbury Cathedral plunged off a wet highway in southeastern England today, killing at least 10 people and injuring more than 30.

The coach carrying 46 people spun out of control off the M2 motorway in Kent county and careened into a bankment after apparently clipping a van in front, police said.

The tourists were on a day trip to the 12th-century Canterbury Cathedral, seat of the Anglican Church, and to Leeds Castle.

Police said the driver was believed to be among the dead.

Kent county police spokesman Jon Steel said the death toll was likely to rise to 12. Names were not being released until families were notified.

The accident happened at about 9:40 a.m., some two hours after the coach, operated by a British company called Travelers International, left London. It occurred near the town of Faversham about 50 miles southeast of the capital.

"There were people screaming and trying to get out," said truck driver Richard Hearn, who was traveling behind the bus. "I pulled up and helped to get them out. Fleets of ambulances raced to the scene. Paramedics treated some of the injured who were trapped in the wreckage until firefighters cut the passengers free.

Some of the injured were treated on the wet, leaf-strewn embankment before being rushed to Kent and Canterbury Hospitals. Others were whisked away by helicopter ambulances which landed on the highway.

Authorities said only two of the injured were in serious condition.

The tourists were on a day trip to the 12th-century Canterbury Cathedral, seat of the Anglican Church, and to Leeds Castle.

Police said at first that no other vehicle was involved. But police spokesman Steel said later the bus apparently clipped a van in front. The van was slightly damaged and one occupant had a bump on the head, but the driver kept control and then pulled up, said Steel.

John Walraven, who lives near the accident site, said, "It was the most terrible thing I have ever seen in my life. There were people on the coach and arms and legs sticking out everywhere."

"The back window was smashed and bodies had been thrown out. People had appalling injuries caused by broken glass," he said. "Some were trying to stand up but couldn't because of broken limbs."

Rodney Chapman, spokesman for the Kent ambulance service, said the bus was held up by cables as paramedics scrambled to treat the injured in very wet, windy conditions. "It was carnage," he said.

A spokesman for the Kent ambulance services described the weather as "terrible: windy, blowy and raining."

"Everyone suffered, even if it was just from shock and the cold," said the spokesman, who declined to be named.

“They asked me to write this ad. They didn’t tell me what to say.”

My name is Scott Schuster. My employer, Ernst & Young, asked me to help with a recruitment ad. I guess it made sense. I was just finishing my first year here. And, having been fairly heavily recruited myself, I was familiar with the situation.

Yes, I too had heard the words of romance. The flattery. The promises. In short, the usual lines from the usual big firms. And, like you, I wondered what, if anything, it all meant. Was it real? Were these people sincere? So, in the interest of heightened reality, I thought I’d comment on life in a large firm one year later, at least as I’ve experienced it at Ernst & Young.

I found that while I was prepared for a lot of things, one that I certainly didn’t expect was the sense of common purpose and teamwork here. Some of you may not find this such a big deal, at least right now. But for me, the camaraderie has made this year immensely productive, and enjoyable. The philosophy at E&Y is that, first and foremost, our goal is problem solving and helping our clients. In practice, this means teamwork with a lot of very seasoned veterans. The result: I’ve learned more about public accounting, tax and consulting in one year than I thought was humanly possible. The opportunity to intern yourself to virtually any practice group in the firm is real. I’ve already taken advantage of it and I plan to do more of it. It’s a tremendous way to gain entirely new areas of knowledge and experience before I decide which area I want to settle into.

I also get the sense that while the firm is incredibly important to everyone, it isn’t the only thing in their lives.

So, while I can’t claim Ernst & Young is right for everyone, it was a very good choice for me.

If being in an environment that actually fosters creativity sounds appealing, Ernst & Young may also be right for you.

And, if being with people among whom there’s a genuine spirit of collegiality is attractive, Ernst & Young may be right for you too.

If the idea of having a real opportunity to decide on the career that you want sounds refreshing, believe me, it is.

And, of course, if the idea of a firm that would let a guy like me write my own ad sounds out of the ordinary, Ernst & Young is definitely for you. Who knows? Next year, you might be the one writing this ad.

ERNST & YOUNG
Kirk: restore understanding of law

By DANE KRAMER

In a world in danger of losing touch with the objective standards for law as well as human action, author Russell Kirk addressed the need to restore a true understanding of the history and meaning of natural law in the discussion of the writers of the Constitution, its authors did not incorporate with the ideas of the framers of the Constitution, said Kirk. The company defended its pricing of the popular, under-the-counter contraceptive, saying it was cheaper than the birth control pill and not much more expensive than condoms.

The company's decision to withdraw from the U.S. market for the contraceptive Norplant, sold in some Third World countries for $23 with U.S. taxpayer support, is partly through government-backed research.

"It is one matter when private companies shoulder the bulk of the risk," Wyden said. "It is quite another when the U.S. taxpayer does much of the heavy lifting."
Yeltsin supports draft which strengthens the presidency

By VLADIMIR ISACHENKOV
Associated Press

MOSCOW

Nearly two-thirds of the parliaments that wanted to run in next months election did not qualify for the ballot, including a couple led by prominent opponents of President Boris Yeltsin.

Election officials said Wednesday that 13 parties met the requirements for competing in the parliamentary vote Dec. 12. The groups range from communists to free-market reformists to environmentalists to far-right farmers.

Although the real campaign begins now, polls so far show the largest reform group — the pro-Yeltsin Russia's Choice, supported by about 20 percent of likely voters. That is more than twice the support given any other single bloc.

But all of the blocs are still being formed, and it is believed that hard-line parties could together command about 20 percent of the vote.

By the end, the 35 parties and blocs that registered, 21 met the weekly deadline for submitting 100,000 or more signatures to qualify for the ballot for the State Duma, the lower chamber of the new bicameral Russian parliament.

After checking the documents, the Central Election Commission dropped eight parties, saying they presented too few signatures or violated collection rules.

"The 13 parties and blocs that have been registered represent the whole spectrum of political forces in Russia," commission head Nikolai Ryabov said. "There are pro-president and pro-government blocs, those who favor a centrist approach and those who consider themselves a soft- or hard-line opposition."

Half of the 450 Duma seats will be allocated according to the parties' proportion of the vote. The other half of the Duma and the entire upper chamber, the Federation Council, will be elected in head-to-head races in districts.

The most typical violation by disqualified groups was failure to comply with a requirement not to get more than 15 percent of their signatures from any one region, Ryabov said.

Among those rejected were the Russian Popular Union of Sergei Baburin and the Constitutional Democratic Party of Mikhail Astapov, who were leaders of hard-liners in the old parliament who opposed Yeltsin's reforms.

Yeltsin ordered the parliament disbanded and called new elections in September. He crushed the hard-line opposition with tanks and troops Oct. 4 after rioting by parliament's supporters.

The single group from the hard-core Yeltsin opposition that qualified was the Russian Communist Party, the largest and most influential of pro-communist parties. Analysts predict it could win up to 10 percent of the votes.

The moderate opposition, which favors slower reforms, will be represented by several blocs, including the Civic Union and the Democratic Party of Russia.

The Agrarian Party of Russia, which collected 190,000 signatures, campaigns for preserving state farms and increasing agricultural subsidies, making it popular among collective farmers.

Russia's Choice was founded by First Deputy Prime Minister Yegor Gaidar and also includes Andrei Kasyayev, the Foreign Minister and Anatoly Chubais, head of the privatization program.

Plenty of people find it hard to relax with members of the opposite sex. Lots of people find the whole SYR- thing a tough way to build a social life. Many folks with completely typical anxieties about sex and dating and making new friends find little outlet for conversation and little invitation to relationship. Some people are hopelessly promiscuous, while others never make a friend. Add on the questions around homosexuality, and you know we have a long way to go around here to build a comfortable, knowledgeable atmosphere for the integration of our sexual selves.

I guess that really shouldn't surprise us. As the old prof used to say - nobody gets it right.

Campus Ministry and a variety of hall staff and faculty advisers are interested in catalyzing conversations and sharing the wisdom of our tradition around the topic of sexuality here at Notre Dame and St. Mary's. A few little meetings have been held. More will be held in the future. Plans are to try to hold some big events during the Spring semester and have some clear presentations of the issues at that time.

If you have any ideas about how we should proceed or who we should ask to help us properly approach these issues, let us know. We could all use all the help we can get.

Tom McDermott, C.S.C.

CAMPUS MINISTRY...

Sexuality and the Social Situation

An old ethics teacher around here used to begin his lectures on the issues of sexuality by remarking that "in this area, you just have to know, nobody gets it right."

I went to Notre Dame in the last years when it was still an all-guys school. Everybody complained about the social situation. Plenty of guys, who had already gone to all boys Catholic high schools, sat around in their rooms at night and downed a few beers, while they played cards and complained loudly about how hard it was to get a date.

St. Mary's women had their choice of social opportunities and made the inviting atmosphere for the integration of our sexual selves.

At the end of my freshman year, I stumbled across a few guys throwing a football on the quad with a couple of retarded people. My friends and I threw the ball back and forth and promised to get back together again with the group. By sophomore year we had made some great new friends and become a voluteer organisation for students trying to serve the interests of the mentally retarded. We be

Gospel

Matthew 25: 14-30

1ST READING

Proverbs 31:10-13,19-20,30-31

2ND READING

1 Thessalonians 5: 1-6

COMING SUNDAY
Mexicans declare Gore the winner of NAFTA debate

By ANITA SNOW
Associated Press

MEXICO CITY
New hopes that the North American Free Trade Agreement will be approved set off frenzied trading on the Mexican stock exchange that contributed to a record-high close Wednesday.

Mexicans declared Vice President Al Gore the winner of Tuesday night's free trade debate with NAFTA opponent Ross Perot. Even their anger at Perot's suggestions that Mexicans all live in poverty soon gave way to satisfaction that the Texas tycoon had been put in his place.

"NAFTA opponents are using arguments without much substance," Trade Minister Jaime Serra Puche said in a radio interview.

For the first time the distortions of the (NAFTA) opponents, led by Ross Perot, got concrete, positive responses. Vice President Gore put them forward with complete clarity.

At day's end, the stock exchange had soared 81.49 cents, to $10.86. The previous record was 2,099.66, set last month. In addition, the dollar fell about 1.49 points, or more than four percent, to 20.35.33. The previous record was 2.039.86, set last month. In addition, the dollar fell about 1.49 points, or more than four percent, to 20.35.33. The previous record was 2.039.86, set last month.

A spokesman for the Mexican stock exchange, Adalberto Fernandez Flores, said the heavy stock trading appeared to be "a sign of confidence" in NAFTA.

It's going up because of the agreement that will contribute to a record-high close Wednesday.

"I went up late last night," said Gore, who debated until 10:30 p.m. EST, engaged in what he called "all of the post-debate spin," and then spoke to a Democratic Party dinner in Arizona by satellite. Analysts and distant polls are judging Gore the winner of his 90-minute encounter with Perot, and the vice-president's appearance in Denver took on the air of the visit of a conquering hero.

"I think that Perot is taking advantage of the prejudices that already exist against Mexican people," said Gabriel Cohen, finance director for PEMSA, a Mexican pasta and pizza maker. "Most people in Monterrey think Mexico is like Tijuana, like this is a wildness, and a poor one at that.

However, few Mexicans could watch because most lacked access to the cable-type system that held exclusive broadcast rights. And many people questioned on the capital's streets Wednesday said they knew nothing about the debate.

"I really can't say," said a woman working at a news-stand paper surrounded by such headlines as "Gore Wins By a Knockout," and "Gore Triumphs in Debate on Free Trade."

In the northern industrial capital of Monterrey, Mexico's free trade haven, business leaders and newspapers lauded Gore's performance.

"The arguments and the facts presented by Gore, as opposed to Perot's populism, will reflect positively on Mexico," said Lorenzo Zambrano, president of the nation's largest cement company, Cemex.

White House, labor leaders say friendship will survive NAFTA

By ROBERT NAYLOR JR.
Associated Press

WASHINGTON
The Clinton administration and labor leaders say they will mend their once-solid friendship when the increasingly testy fight over the North American Free Trade Agreement has ended.

"We disagree on this single issue," Tom Donohue, secret­
tary-treasurer of the AFL-CIO, said Monday.

And Labor Secretary Robert Reich declared, "I don't believe that the relationship with orga­nized labor is in any danger whatever.

The nation's unions, among President Clinton's staunchest supporters in last year's campaign, are now among the most vocal opponents of NAFTA.

The agreement would create the world's largest free trade zone by eliminating trade barriers between the United States, Mexico and Canada.

Clinton and other NAFTA supporters contend the pact would create a lucrative new market in Mexico for American goods by eliminating tariffs. But unions argue it would result in a shift of hundreds of thousands of jobs to Mexico, where most workers earn a fraction of the wages paid their American counterparts.

The White House is intensifying its lobbying efforts and is planning a series of events in favor of the trade pact, scheduled for a vote in the House next Wednesday. But so are the unions, some of which are threatening to call for a re­election of members of Congress who back the agree­ment.

The unions are planning in­tense lobbying of House mem­bers undecided how to vote on NAFTA while Congress takes a long weekend for Veterans Day.

"The weekend is a good thing for us," said Donohue, outlining an effort that will focus on 45 to 50 people. The unions also are spending more than $3 million on advertising.

Also, the AFL-CIO and its largest affiliate, the Teamsters, presented Congress on Wednesday with petitions they said contained the signatures of 800,000 people opposed to NAFTA.

But Reich said the adminis­tration will patch things up no matter which side wins.

The overall agenda of or­gанизed labor and the adminis­tration are very similar and in­deed identical on many, many issues," Reich said. "I do not anticipate any looming prob­lems. I've been in almost con­stant touch with leaders of or­ganized labor to insulate that NAFTA does not affect other relations.

Clinton is depending on the unions to help sell his health care package.
GET EXTRA CREDIT WITHOUT KISSIN' UP.

WITH NO ANNUAL FEE
AND A $1,000 CREDIT LINE,
YOU CAN KISS ALL THOSE
EXPENSIVE CARDS GOOD-BYE.

IF YOU DON'T GOT IT, GET IT.
Dear Editor,

In my letter to the editor (The Observer, Sept. 27) I wrote, "Evolution dupes both whites and blacks into believing blacks are an evolutionary antecedent to whites. It encourages blacks to stay out of academia as they disagree that this is the teaching of evolution. Let me then encourage blacks to stay out of academia as they disagree that this is the teaching of evolution."

It was immediately fired (several weeks ago) after a black NFL quarterback scrambled and gained many yards rushing, he exclaimed "Look at that monkey go!" Surely if the quarterback were white he could have said the same thing (or substituted any animal for "monkey") with impunity. Not coincidentally, examples like this abound in the athletic arena. This commentator made the fateful error of bringing up what we are all supposed to keep under the carpet. Apparently he did not know that our "politically correct" etiquette mandates that we be cognitively dissonant, that we accept evolution to be historically true, but sociologically false.

Anthropology professors fighting this may be a thing that I am confused about the propositions of evolution. What they want us to believe is that man is just an animal. They want us to believe that there is no more intrinsic dignity associated with being man than with being a dolphin or a snarling monkey (both of which have a higher brain to body mass ratio than man). They contend that there is nothing degrading about being closer to a reptile than to some australopithecine than another race of people.

We are encouraged here to believe Africans are antecedents because they have a simpler technology. In an English book, one never sees a white person with a ring in his aristocratic nose and a spear in his hand. We are encouraged rather to believe that this aristocratic nose and its bearer's sociological self-fulfilling advantage in Western intellectual culture is the result of fortunate random mutations over eons of time. In African history books are replete with scantily clad African blacks with the word "tribal" next to them. Do you see a problem here?

I find it perplexing that even in this now "politically correct" educational institution of ours, we allow this hypocrisy. Many blacks (and many non-blacks) have believed that blacks have less dignity and cognitive aptitude than whites. Evolution has become a vicious sociological self-fulfilling prophecy.

Blacks youths are convinced they are less capable of competing for employment in a Western scientific environment and feel that drugs and crime (or maybe athletics) are the only ways for them to make a living.

Fortunately, science, sociology and theology forbid this marriage!

Some of Notre Dame's faculty, because of their pride, would not seriously consider believing the Bible. These people seem to have the belief that anything the Bible has to say about history, geology and cosmology must be wrong. Now that science (especially the quantitative taxonomic revolution in molecular biology) is catching up with straightforward biblical hermeneutics, it is as if these professors hold yet another grudge against God for being right. They want to get revenge against God for allowing science to undermine and expel their tautological naturalistic science. Instead of turning to God in simple belief, they turn the veracity of the Scriptures into another as to grind. They would not come to believe in the Scriptures (and the God who loves them) if their life and even the lives of their students depended on it. I believe that tragically this stubbornness to believe is transmitted unconsciously from professor to student.

Finally, I do have hope that the same Judeo-Christian moral standard of excellence that fought for the liberation of the black slave is rising up again to liberate Africans from the dehumanizing clutches of evolutionism. Don't you agree that "survival of the fittest" would have been a terrible thing for black slaves in the 1860's?

PIEDER BEELI
Graduate Student in Physics
Off-Campus
If any one tells you dreams can’t come true, tell ’em about Rudy

Until the hatred stops on both sides, racism will never end

Dear Editor:

I am a little perplexed about writing another letter on race after the Reginald Denny trial and other racial letters last year (June 25, 1993), nonetheless, I feel the need to express my opinions again on the subject of racism. For one reason, the minds and hearts and listen to what we are saying, and for another, I feel as though I must write this before I graduate. Being one of the few in this year group, I feel as though I am an easier target to be written about as a racist or insensitve.

I feel racism towards whites is prevalent and condensed in our society, and racism towards minorities is highly conditioned. Let’s look at a very good example of this. A student of mine has been walking down the street and an African-American walking beside him is trying to get his attention. While attempting to pass the black man, the white man turns and says, “What’s your problem, white boy, get out of my way.” The white man says nothing, steps aside, and allows the black man to pass. While moving by, the African-American mentally harries him with racial-degrading comments. The white man remains silent and life goes on.

Now if the white man responds to the racist remark about black people, he would be considered a racist. (That’s a term that has been used erroneously for years.) The white man is being harassed by a racist, (racist—a term that the vast majority of white people try to avoid) and he does not respond. This prevents the white man from any racist returns because of the stigma (to be labeled a racist) associated with him doing so. However, the African-American is allowed to assail the white man with all kinds of racist remarks without being labeled or reprimanded by society. This whole idea, that racism towards whites is condoned while racism towards minorities is highly conditioned, is ludicrous. Human beings are equal and deserve the same treatment.

This acceptance of stereotyping, anger and discrimination towards whites is condoned in our society while at the same time these behaviors and attitudes towards people of color is condemned by society. From movies to TV, from music to oratorical speeches, racism towards whites is everywhere.

If there is so much racism towards whites, why hasn’t there been a big uproar among whites, like the black man has not been a big uproar among whites, is that white people feel inferior? Or do they not choose to express themselves on the issue of racism because they believe it is a sensitive affair? That conviction was based on minimal emotional tests. The silence is deafening. There is no tape, no finger prints, no hairs, no witnesses to any crimes or other than Wilson’s testimony.

One reason is that some whites feel the racism towards them is just. They know that whites have discriminated against minorities for hundreds of years in this country, and they are granting some subconsciously racism towards themselves in the present day as a form of punishment for our past.

Another idea, and probably the more logical, is that racism has not been a big uproar among whites, is that white people feel inferior? Or do they not choose to express themselves on the issue of racism because they believe it is a sensitive affair? That conviction was based on minimal emotional tests. The silence is deafening. There is no tape, no finger prints, no hairs, no witnesses to any crimes or other than Wilson’s testimony.

This whole idea, that racism towards blacks is condoned by society, while racism towards whites is condemned by society is so ridiculous, it is hard to believe.

Bringing back to my first scenario, where the African-American attempts to degrade the white man. The white man remains silent. This silence lacks a certain strength; it is not an acceptance of the racist remarks, but rather it is a lack of knowledge. The white man is not aware of the power he has to cut off these racist remarks.

One, is that most of the power in America is still in white hands. When you have a majority of white people control the government, the media, and the major public companies, you have a good chance of getting away with anything. In America to notice the racism against white people, even if it is minimal, you have to fight long and hard to get the racism, they feel unaccepted by it and therefore downplay the existence of it.

This acceptance of stereotyping, anger and discrimination towards whites is condoned in our society while at the same time these behaviors and attitudes towards people of color is condemned by society. From movies to TV, from music to oratorical speeches, racism towards whites is everywhere.

If there is so much racism towards whites, why hasn’t there been a big uproar among whites, like the black man has not been a big uproar among whites, is that white people feel inferior? Or do they not choose to express themselves on the issue of racism because they believe it is a sensitive affair? That conviction was based on minimal emotional tests. The silence is deafening. There is no tape, no finger prints, no hairs, no witnesses to any crimes or other than Wilson’s testimony.

One reason is that some whites feel the racism towards them is just. They know that whites have discriminated against minorities for hundreds of years in this country, and they are granting some subconsciously racism towards themselves in the present day as a form of punishment for our past.

Another idea, and probably the more logical, is that racism has not been a big uproar among whites, is that white people feel inferior? Or do they not choose to express themselves on the issue of racism because they believe it is a sensitive affair? That conviction was based on minimal emotional tests. The silence is deafening. There is no tape, no finger prints, no hairs, no witnesses to any crimes or other than Wilson’s testimony.

This whole idea, that racism towards blacks is condoned by society, while racism towards whites is condemned by society is so ridiculous, it is hard to believe.

Bringing back to my first scenario, where the African-American attempts to degrade the white man. The white man remains silent. This silence lacks a certain strength; it is not an acceptance of the racist remarks, but rather it is a lack of knowledge. The white man is not aware of the power he has to cut off these racist remarks.

One, is that most of the power in America is still in white hands. When you have a majority of white people control the government, the media, and the major public companies, you have a good chance of getting away with anything. In America to notice the racism against white people, even if it is minimal, you have to fight long and hard to get the racism, they feel unaccepted by it and therefore downplay the existence of it.

This acceptance of stereotyping, anger and discrimination towards whites is condoned in our society while at the same time these behaviors and attitudes towards people of color is condemned by society. From movies to TV, from music to oratorical speeches, racism towards whites is everywhere.

If there is so much racism towards whites, why hasn’t there been a big uproar among whites, like the black man has not been a big uproar among whites, is that white people feel inferior? Or do they not choose to express themselves on the issue of racism because they believe it is a sensitive affair? That conviction was based on minimal emotional tests. The silence is deafening. There is no tape, no finger prints, no hairs, no witnesses to any crimes or other than Wilson’s testimony.

One reason is that some whites feel the racism towards them is just. They know that whites have discriminated against minorities for hundreds of years in this country, and they are granting some subconsciously racism towards themselves in the present day as a form of punishment for our past.

Another idea, and probably the more logical, is that racism has not been a big uproar among whites, is that white people feel inferior? Or do they not choose to express themselves on the issue of racism because they believe it is a sensitive affair? That conviction was based on minimal emotional tests. The silence is deafening. There is no tape, no finger prints, no hairs, no witnesses to any crimes or other than Wilson’s testimony.
Learning through experience

Women in the church: one student's seminar perspective

By KRISTIN BRANTMAN

When I applied for the C.S.C.'s "New Women, New Church" seminar, I had my own ideas about what four days of discussing women in the Church would entail. The interesting thing is that all of the participants in the seminar came with unique backgrounds and interests and individual notions about what a look at women in the Church would consist of.

What we discovered during our time in Chicago was that the topic 'women in the Church' covers a wide spectrum of experiences and ideas. While we did not necessarily always agree on every point, we all have a certain unity that binds us all together.

Our program was coordinated by a group of religious women from the Eighth Day Center for Justice in Chicago.

The seminar provided us with the chance to hear others speak of their commitment to female ordination and to discuss among individual experiences, thoughts and concerns on women in the Church as advocates for a gender-inclusive priesthood.

The advantage of experiential learning is that you give someone a fishing line, and let them do something and learn about the full range of problems which affect these areas, and to understand the causes and effects of these problems.

We focused a great deal of our time in Chicago on Washington, D.C., and Chicago.

The duration of the seminar is that everyone that had been marginalized as the victims of poverty and/or justice.

We learned that their special concerns of child care, health treatments, and in many cases social and cultural subjugation.

I feel that most of the group shared my feeling that the existence of an exclusively male-ordained priesthood seems not only unjust and divisive, but also a violation of the idea of community as expressed in the Gospel.

The seminar provided us with the chance to hear others speak of their commitment to female ordination and to discuss among individual experiences, thoughts and concerns on women in the Church as advocates for a gender-inclusive priesthood.

The C.S.C. C.S. encourages a lifetime of service through seminars

Call it Volunteering Plus: rather than return home to the warmth and comfort of Mom's cooking and their own beds, more than 150 students chose instead to spend their fall breaks participating in one of the Center for Social Concerns' experiential learning seminars in Appalachia, Washington, D.C., and Chicago.

The purpose of these seminars is not necessarily service, but primarily one of education.

These seminars offer a different approach to learning, not only making volunteers work, but also teaching them about social concerns and instilling in them a sense of social awareness for the rest of their lives.

Sometimes these seminars include hands-on work, but usually students will not go to a place such as Appalachia for merely a week's worth of volunteer work.

Instead, their intent is to learn about the rest of their lives.

One of the effects of these seminars is to build a sense of agency, giving students the feeling that through their hard individual efforts, a difference can be made.

Branderberger explained: "College students already have a sense of agency in school - they know they can go into school and be successful because they've done it for so long." "We're trying to build that same sense of agency in social concerns, so that people will feel comfortable and just as effective in places like the inner-city." "Working in this type of environment often builds a sense of community among the students who participate, because the seminars are not limited only to the week of fall break.

In addition to the actual week of volunteering, there is a series of introductory and follow-up meetings where the students can meet and share their ideas and reflections on what they have learned.

"There is a sense of community built around experience. People are socially linked in working together and in working with other people to effect change," said Brandenberger.

The C.S.C. tries to involve students in inspiring and generating the specific topics that will be addressed, making students the center of the seminars.

Brandenberger then works as a liaison to work out the details and itinerary of the program.

Student initiative is ultimate aim of the C.S.C. efforts. Through these seminars, the center hopes that once people understand social concerns, and have particular experiences to reflect upon, they will remember those experiences and shape their values.

Brandenberger uses this familiar analogy: "If you give someone a fishing line, then they can fish for the rest of their lives."

"That's what we hope to do with social concerns - give people something that they will always be able to use for the rest of their lives."
Students help bring peace to young children

By COLLEEN MOORE

Mid-term week had ended and the long-awaited Fall Break had arrived. Instead of loading up the car or boarding the train for home, some Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students headed in another, less familiar direction: the Appalachian Mountains.

127 students traveled to 11 different sites in the region served by the Appalachian Service. These sites ranged from Glenmary Home mission in rural Kentucky to Saint Mary's College in Indiana; from Sodality Farm in Marshall, Kentucky to the home of Sister Jeanne David, a Franciscan sister who provides a secure haven for runaway and homeless youth in Washington, D.C.

The experience was both rewarding and challenging. Some students found it difficult to adjust to the rural lifestyle and the lack of amenities. Others found the experience deeply satisfying and felt a sense of personal growth.

"It was a great opportunity to serve and make a difference," said one student. "I learned a lot about myself and the people I was serving." Another student said, "It was a humbling experience to see the struggles some people face and to be able to help in some small way."
Brian Magee has made an impact this season seeing limited action in passing situations. He hopes to continue this against his native state's Seminoles and their "fast break" offense.
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Tim Roemer
U.S. Congressman
3rd District, Indiana

Congressman Roemer will discuss the recently signed legislation promoting national service and its implications for Notre Dame students, faculty and alumni.

All are welcome.

Friday, November 12, 1993
4:00 p.m.
Center for Social Concerns

Sponsored by The Notre Dame Committee for National and Community Service
The Center for Social Concerns
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Your hands, toes and stuff just go numb," said Perry. "It's going to be hard. (In Florida) you never have the opportunity to play in cold weather. It's hard to get used to.

Perry doesn't feel that bad about Florida State having to play in cold weather. He just wants to beat them and will accept any help from Mother Nature.

Johnson admits that he never played a game in high school when the temperature was a under 60 degrees and that cold weather will be tough on the Seminoles, but he, on the other hand, is hoping for a nice day.

"Personally, I hope for it to be 50-60 degrees. I'd prefer for the weather to be nice so you can't say anyone had an advantage," said Johnson.

The Notre Dame-Florida State game will be the third time in the last four year's that Notre Dame has played a team from Florida in a big game. In 1990, the Irish edged Miami 29-20 for a top-ranking in the polls. In the 1992 Sugar Bowl, the Florida Gators fell victim 39-28 to the Irish in a New Year's Day upset. Saturday's winner will claim a number one ranking in the polls.

McDougal who was recruited by all three Florida schools has no doubt which game has meant the most to him.

"Definitely this one," said McDougal. "I think this one means more because I'm a big part of this game."
Texas A&M releases report denying allegations

By TERRI LANGFORD
Associated Press

COLLEGE STATION, Texas—Texas A&M released a 1,227-page report Wednesday denying allegations that the university knew or should have known some football players were being paid for work they didn't perform.

The report, which includes more than 100 interviews with school officials and students, is the culmination of a 10-month investigation that began last December.

The response comes in the wake of allegations that Dallas booster Warren Gilbert paid some A&M football players for work they did not perform, which is a violation of NCAA rules.

Several players, including 1992's top rusher, Greg Hill, served suspensions as a result of the allegations. Hill sat out five games, including the Aggies' 28-3 loss to Notre Dame in the Cotton Bowl.

Linebacker Jessie Cox was suspended for the year and three other players were suspended for shorter periods.

A&M, ranked No. 11 in the country, refused to renew the scholarships of two other players involved in the work at a Dallas apartment complex owned by Gilbert.

The allegations first surfaced in a story in The Dallas Morning News last December.

David Berst, the NCAA's assistant executive director for enforcement and eligibility, said, in a letter last month the allegations concerning the Aggies football program "appear to be of sufficient substance and reliability" to warrant an official inquiry.

Texas A&M coaches and officials have maintained they had no knowledge of any players receiving illegal payments from Gilbert.

Coach R.C. Slocum was not immediately available for comment Wednesday. Slocum, however, has said he is looking forward to pleading his case before the NCAA on Sunday.

"The report is essentially what they're going to present in Kansas City," said Alan Cannon, A&M sports information director.

In addition to Slocum, Berst requested that athletic director Wally Groff, recruiting director Tim Cassidy, vice president for finance and administration Robert Smith and director of junior back Greg Hill was suspended for a few games because of his involvement with accepting alumni money.

The report shows the school has been "very serious about communicating its compliance and educating all former students, students and friends," Berst said.

The report, which cost news organizations $209,40, concludes Texas A&M aggressively and thoroughly investigated the charges and took the appropriate steps to correct the problems.

The report also backs Cassidy and his efforts to ensure all athletes complied with NCAA rules regarding summer and between-season jobs.

By Sunday's hearing, the "the enforcement staff is likely to argue that A&M was tipped by another booster to the illegal activity but failed to pursue the matter," Berst said.

School officials, then will roll out volumes of information they believe will demonstrate their attempts to exercise institutional control.

Rene Henry, executive director of university relations at A&M, said Wednesday's report ANTICIPATION.
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Texas A&M releases report denying allegations

By TERRI LANGFORD
Associated Press

COLLEGE STATION, Texas—Texas A&M released a 1,227-page report Wednesday denying allegations that the university knew or should have known some football players were being paid for work they didn't perform.

The report, which includes more than 100 interviews with school officials and students, is the culmination of a 10-month investigation that began last December.

The response comes in the wake of allegations that Dallas booster Warren Gilbert paid some A&M football players for work they did not perform, which is a violation of NCAA rules.

Several players, including 1992's top rusher, Greg Hill, served suspensions as a result of the allegations. Hill sat out five games, including the Aggies' 28-3 loss to Notre Dame in the Cotton Bowl.

Linebacker Jessie Cox was suspended for the year and three other players were suspended for shorter periods.

A&M, ranked No. 11 in the country, refused to renew the scholarships of two other players involved in the work at a Dallas apartment complex owned by Gilbert.

The allegations first surfaced in a story in The Dallas Morning News last December.

David Berst, the NCAA's assistant executive director for enforcement and eligibility, said, in a letter last month the allegations concerning the Aggies football program "appear to be of sufficient substance and reliability" to warrant an official inquiry.

Texas A&M coaches and officials have maintained they had no knowledge of any players receiving illegal payments from Gilbert.

Coach R.C. Slocum was not immediately available for comment Wednesday. Slocum, however, has said he is looking forward to pleading his case before the NCAA on Sunday.

"The report is essentially what they're going to present in Kansas City," said Alan Cannon, A&M sports information director.

In addition to Slocum, Berst requested that athletic director Wally Groff, recruiting director Tim Cassidy, vice president for finance and administration Robert Smith and director of junior back Greg Hill was suspended for a few games because of his involvement with accepting alumni money.

The report shows the school has been "very serious about communicating its compliance and educating all former students, students and friends," Berst said.

The report, which cost news organizations $209,40, concludes Texas A&M aggressively and thoroughly investigated the charges and took the appropriate steps to correct the problems.

The report also backs Cassidy and his efforts to ensure all athletes complied with NCAA rules regarding summer and between-season jobs.

By Sunday's hearing, the "the enforcement staff is likely to argue that A&M was tipped by another booster to the illegal activity but failed to pursue the matter," Berst said.

School officials, then will roll out volumes of information they believe will demonstrate their attempts to exercise institutional control.

Rene Henry, executive director of university relations at A&M, said Wednesday's report shows the school has been "very serious about communi
cating its compliance and educating all former students, students and friends." The report, which cost news organizations $209,40, concludes Texas A&M aggressively and thoroughly investigated the charges and took the appropri
te steps to correct the problems.

The report also backs Cassidy and his efforts to ensure all athletes complied with NCAA rules regarding summer and between-season jobs.
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Kukoc's Buzzer-beating three propels Bulls past Bucks
By RICK GANO
Associated Press

MILWAUKEE
Is Toni Kukoc the new go-to guy for the Chicago Bulls?
"No thank you," he said Wednesday night after beating the Milwaukee Bucks 91-90 with a last-second 3-pointer. "For tonight it's great. But tomorrow is another story."

The Bulls needed someone to turn to in the second half. Scottie Pippen, John Paxson and Scott Williams were injured as Chicago made its first Bradley Center appearance since Michael Jordan's retirement.

"He's got a lot of poise," Bulls coach Phil Jackson said of Kukoc, who played in just his fourth NBA game and scored a career-high 18 points.

"When he learns the game, a couple of the mistakes he made, those will be gone. He came through with the opportunity. It was fitting and right, and a just ending for a game like that,"

Brad Lohaus hit two free throws with 5.2 seconds left to put the Bucks up 90-88. But after a timeout, Kukoc got the ball at the top of the key and sank a shot from the top of the key to give the injury-depleted Bulls their third victory in four games.

"Somebody had to take the shot... This time it was my turn," Kukoc said.

"Unfortunately we didn't get a stop when we needed one," Bucks coach Mike Dunleavy said. "It was way beyond the 3-point line. We knew the exact play they were running, we just didn't stop it.

Milwaukee tried for a final shot, but Lohaus was called for walking.

Horace Grant led the Bulls with 20 points. Blue Edwards led the Bucks with 21 points and Ken Norman scored 16.

Stern discusses expansion to Toronto
By BILL BARNARD
Associated Press

NEW YORK
NBA commissioner David Stern says the entry of the new expansion franchise in Toronto is conditional on New York Knicks remaining undefeated.

"Our goal is to eliminate sports betting on NBA games, period," Stern said Wednesday in a telephone news conference. "We don't want people to gamble on our games. It's a subject that unites the owners and the Players Association."

In Ontario, the government runs a weekly betting lottery that features games from the NBA, NHL, NFL, CFL and major league baseball.

Happy Birthday to the Vermins and the lone man of St. Ed's!
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Ewing's 28 keep Knicks undefeated
By RICK GANO
Associated Press

LANDOVER, Md.
Patrick Ewing bounced back from a miserable offensive outing to score 28 points Wednesday night, but the New York Knicks remained undefeated by beating Washington 92-84.

John Starks had 27 points for the Knicks, who never trailed in winning their fourth straight. New York needs one more win to match its best-ever start, set in the 1969-70 season.

Ewing, who also grabbed 14 rebounds, scored only eight points Tuesday against Philadelphia, ending a string of 106 straight games with double figures. He scored 13 points in the third quarter when New York extended its 10-point halftime lead to 79-62, and the Bullets got no closer than six points after that.

Former Knick Kenny Walker came off the bench with 18 points and 14 rebounds for the Bullets. Charles Oakley had 19 rebounds for New York.

Celtics 91, 76ers 89
Sherman Douglas scored four points in the final 1:27, lifting Boston over Philadelphia.

Kevin Gamble and Xavier McDaniel each had 17 points and Douglas scored 16 for the Celtics, who won their third straight game after an opening loss. Jeff Hornacek had 26 points and Clarence Weatherspoon 23 for the 76ers, who lost their first two outings, had 19 points and 13 assists.

David Robinson scored 32 points for the Spurs, and Dennis Rodman pulled down 25 rebounds, but tried only one shot and went scoreless.

Utah 90, Atlanta 85
Karl Malone, despite missing 18 of his first 23 shots, finished with 26 points and 20 rebounds, leading Utah past Atlanta.

Malone, who scored eight points in the final 1:32, converted a three-point play with 1:21 left to put Utah ahead for good, 86-85.

After Dominique Wilkins missed from 10 feet and Craig Ello missed a jumper from the baseline, Malone made two free throws with 28 seconds left.

Malone then forced a jump ball against Wilkins, and John Stockton ran down the tip, was fouled and made two free throws to put the Jazz ahead 90-85.

Reserve Officers' Training Corps
GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.

Your Uncle Sam, every year Army ROTC awards scholarships to hundreds of entered students. If you qualify, these merit-based scholarships can help you pay tuition and educational fees. They even pay a flat rate for textbooks and supplies. You can also receive an allowance of up to $100 each school year the scholarship is in effect. Find out today if you qualify.

Army ROTC
The Smartest College Course You Can Take.

Call Captain Selling, 239-424 or 6886 for more information.
**Morrissy looks to dethrone Zahm**

By JOE VILLINSKI

Sports Writer

In one of the most eagerly anticipated interhall games of the year, No. 2 seeded Morrissy will square off against the defending champs, No. 3 seeded Zahm, in Sunday’s 2 pm game at Stepan. The winner will earn the right to play in the stadium for all the marbles in two weeks.

However, for either team to reach that goal, they both know the importance of playing mistake-free football in order to advance.

"Zahm has a very potent offense," said Morrissy captain Scott Taylor. "We need to execute well and avoid turnovers to have a chance."

That’s exactly what Morrissy did last week in their 24-6 victory over Dillon in the quarterfinals. By establishing a ground game behind their experienced offensive line and going to the air at crucial times, the Manor was able to take over the game in the second half. The defense gave up their first touchdown of the year against the Big Red, but still have yielded only nine points all season.

"They are an excellent team and we can’t make any mistakes if we are going to beat them," said Fitzpatrick. "Only if we play at 100%, will we have a chance."

Last Sunday’s quarterfinal game saw Zahm defeat Cavanaugh 12-6 in a hard-fought contest. The Zahm defense forced three Naugy turnovers, while quarterback Randy Swatland enjoyed a big day. To open the game, Swatland led the offensive march down the field completing a 40-yard pass to Peter Court and then a 20-yard TD toss to Mike Wigton to give the Rabid Bats an early lead.

"Randy was superb last week," said Zakm coach Dave Dominian.

Morrissy is racing for the Stadium and possibly the interhall championship. They have already left Dillon grasping at thin air, but looming in their path is Zahm this Sunday.

---

**'Fan Man' holds press conference**

Associated Press

LONDON

James Miller, the self-proclaimed “Fan Man” whose parachute-riding stunt minus one billowed into the ring at Saturday’s heavyweight championship fight, said the whole thing was an accident—sort of.
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For Sale

FAX X3253

NEED 1

$$$$$$$$$$

1

277-4953

2

273-9838.

Help! Need 1

I HAVE TO

IDEAL

I

FOR SALE:

Desperately need

Ditch your in-laws

FOR SALE

$$$$$$$$$$

1

835-3291 between 8 and 5.

HELP! Need 1

Have

FSU'S.

3291 between 8 and 5

835-3291 between 8 and 5 until Friday at 5.

1

Paying

I

GAME

FSU STUD. TICKET

for sale.

Call

Bruce at 517-

FSU Student

2

TICKET. CaiJ

LOST

FOR SALE

2 FSU GAS. Call 517-835-3291 between 8 and 5 until Friday at 5.

TOGETHER

CALL 284-5446,

FSU GAS. Call Bruce at 517-835-3291 between 8 and 5.

If you wish to sell your FSU stud ticket to my poor friends for $20 or less, please call

HELP! Need 1 BC ticket for Dod.

X2645 Rebecca

I HAVE 3 BC GA'S & 2 FSU Ga's

Call Tom @ 237-7807

***FSU STUDENT TICKET AVAILABLE***

5 or 6 Seats Together!

Call X3058

IF YOU WISH TO SELL YOUR FSU STUD TO MY POOR FRIENDS FOR $20 OR LESS, PLEASE CALL X3957. THANKS.

PAIRS OF FSU GAS: $900/PAIR OR BEST OFFER CALL JOE @ (219) 634-1624

$555

FSU stud. 4 sale

Call (219) 634-2365

$555

I have 2 FSU stud.

Ticket for $190. Call me at X1440 ask for Trout.

I will pay $75 for FSU stud ticket

Joe 237-0548

OPPORTUNITY

GAME OF THE CENTURY

1 FLA STATE GA TICKET

FOR SALE 273-6938

FOR SALE: FSU ASK BOSTON STUD MUST SELL X1667

The Investment Banking Division

of

Goldman, Sachs & Co.

cordially invites University of Notre Dame undergraduates of all majors to attend an information session on the

Financial Analyst Program

Goldman Sachs' Financial Analyst Program offers exposure to a broad range of industries and transactions, a high level of responsibility and client interaction in a collegial work environment. No other investment bank promotes the same degree of teamwork that has become one of the hallmarks of Goldman Sachs' success.

Goldman Sachs is committed to hiring undergraduates with outstanding achievements from all majors, including Arts and Letters, Engineering and Sciences, to join the analyst class for 1994.

Information Session on November 11 at 6:00 p.m.

The Notre Dame Room in

LaFortune Student Center
Sports and the Media

On Thursday November 11
Rudy Martzke,
USA Today's premiere sports columnist and
one of The Sporting News' 100 Most Powerful People in sports, will offer insight to the business side of television in sports and discuss the ND-FSU match-up.

Admission is Free
LaFortune Ballroom at 8:00pm.

Happy 20th Birthday
Lara!
You are no longer a teenager!
The best is yet to come!
We are so proud of you!
Love, Mom, Dad, and Brian

SportsWriter
**Black schools consider I-A coalition**

Associated Press

JACKSON, Miss. — Athletic directors from eight historically black, NCAA Division I-AA schools meet Thursday to discuss possibly forming a Division I-A football coalition.

The administrators, who first considered the idea Sept. 23, said then that they would recommend their football programs move to Division I-A if an NCAA scholarship limit passes early next year.

"We think it's important to get back together and keep the focus alive," Southern University's Marvin Casem said Wednesday. "That's why we're getting back together.


Two proposals to reduce Division I-AA football scholarships are on the agenda for the NCAA convention in January. Once would reduce the number to 45, the other to 55. The scholarship limit in I-A is 85.

"I haven't really talked to anybody," Casem said. "I haven't had time with all the other stuff going on. Winning creates other buy-in.

"To achieve I-A status, an institution must:

—Sponsor a minimum of seven all-male or mixed male-female sports and seven all-female sports.

—Schedule at least 60 percent of its football games against other I-A teams; and

—Meet one of two attendance requirements, including averaging 17,000 in paid home attendance the past four years or having a stadium with a minimum of 30,000 permanent seats and averaging 17,000 in that stadium the past four years.

**Cowboys, Johnson get 'Miami boy' Kosar**

By DENISE H. FREEMAN

Associated Press

IRVING, Texas

Jimmy Johnson got one of his "Miami boys" as insurance for another major Super Bowl deal Wednesday as a backup to injured Troy Aikman.

Kosar, who was cut unexpectedly on Monday by the Cleveland Browns, made it clear he's not after Aikman's job and just wants a chance to be a starter.

Three times, he led the Browns to the AFC title game only to lose.

"There's no question Troy Aikman is one of the most brillian of quarterbacks in the league and no way am I here competing for his job," Kosar said after being shot at a Super Bowl ring was a big factor why he came to Dallas.

"We jumped at a chance to get someone the quality of Bernie," said Cowboys owner Jerry Jones. "To have him on this team is a tremendous luxury.

"Kosar immediately checked out a uniform with the No. 18 (the quarterback list) and said, 'Holy cow, they may be looking for me as a threat.'

"I think it's good," Aikman said. "I think it's good for the team.

"Aikman's hamstring was still sore on Wednesday and he said, "If there was a game today I couldn't play.

The Cowboys signed Kosar to a one-year deal Wednesday in the $500,000 range. Kosar got a check for more than $2 million when he was paid off by the Browns.


Two proposals to reduce Division I-AA football scholarships are on the agenda for the NCAA convention in January. Once would reduce the number to 45, the other to 55. The scholarship limit in I-A is 85.

"I haven't really talked to anybody," Casem said. "I haven't had time with all the other stuff going on. Winning creates other buy-in.

"To achieve I-A status, an institution must:

—Sponsor a minimum of seven all-male or mixed male-female sports and seven all-female sports.

—Schedule at least 60 percent of its football games against other I-A teams; and

—Meet one of two attendance requirements, including averaging 17,000 in paid home attendance the past four years or having a stadium with a minimum of 30,000 permanent seats and averaging 17,000 in that stadium the past four years.

**Oregon appeals former coach's award**

Associated Press

EUGENE, Ore. — The University of Oregon will appeal a jury's award of $292,087 to former basketball coach Don Monson.

Monson filed a $425,000 breach of contract suit against the university after then-athletic director Bill Byrne removed him as coach and tried to assign him to another job in the athletic department.

Last July, a Eugene jury made him an award of $82,000. Dan Williams, the school's vice president for administration, said there are two reasons for appeal.

"No. 1, that's an awful lot of money," he said. "We really believe we were correct legally in our point of view.

"More importantly, in regard to terms of our contract, we feel it's very important we be able to continue having the right to reassign people. There's just too much at stake to let it go.

Williams said the decision to appeal was made after consultation with the state attorney general.

**SUPPORT THE UNITED WAY BY PURCHASING THIS LIMITED EDITION COMMEMORATIVE E-TSHIRT.**

**NOTRE DAME VS. FLORIDA STATE**

**THE BATTLE FOR #1**

**November 13, 1993**

See your hall president by Friday While Supplies Last

Sponsored by Student Government
CALVIN AND HOBBES

FOUR FOOD GROUPS OF THE APOCALYPSE

CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 "Giuditta" composer
2 Like sandlot baseballs
3 "Wayne's World" words
4 Southwestern bar
5 Inevitable
6 What Father, in Arabia
7 Sniggle
8 Tailors do?
9 Ancient cantor
10 Hercules' dozen
11 Butter sub
12 Jones or Crockett
13 Out of port
14 Prepared for Mariner's accidents
15 "Naked Maja"
16 "Gradus ad Parnassum" author
17 Gentle soul
18 Tinge
19 Maple candy
20 "Wayne's World" words
21 "Oh, Golden Slipper"
22 Velocipedes, e.g.
23 Hematite, e.g.
24 "Wayne's World" words
25 Commedia def —
26 Communications logo
27 What Cleveland football opponents love to do?
28 "Gradus ad Parnassum" author
29 What kitchen utensil
30 "Wayne's World" words
31 "Wayne's World" words
32 Batters' platters?
33 What kitchen utensil
34 What kitchen utensil
35 What kitchen utensil
36 What kitchen utensil
37 Caesar's 601
38 "Gradus ad Parnassum" author
39 Gentle soul
40 Maple candy
41 "Wayne's World" words
42 Maple candy
43 "Wayne's World" words
44 "Wayne's World" words
45 "Wayne's World" words
46 "Wayne's World" words
47 "Wayne's World" words
48 "Wayne's World" words
49 "Wayne's World" words
50 "Wayne's World" words
51 "Wayne's World" words
52 "Wayne's World" words
53 "Wayne's World" words
54 "Wayne's World" words
55 "Wayne's World" words
56 "Wayne's World" words
57 "Wayne's World" words
58 "Wayne's World" words
59 "Wayne's World" words
60 "Wayne's World" words
61 "Wayne's World" words
62 "Wayne's World" words
63 "Wayne's World" words
64 "Wayne's World" words
65 "Wayne's World" words
66 "Wayne's World" words

DOWN
1 Hercules' dozer
2 Organized withdrawal
3 What Cleveland football opponents love to do?
4 "Wayne's World" words
5 "Wayne's World" words
6 "Wayne's World" words
7 "Wayne's World" words
8 "Wayne's World" words
9 "Wayne's World" words
10 "Wayne's World" words
11 "Wayne's World" words
12 "Wayne's World" words
13 "Wayne's World" words
14 "Wayne's World" words
15 "Wayne's World" words
16 "Wayne's World" words
17 "Wayne's World" words
18 "Wayne's World" words
19 "Wayne's World" words
20 "Wayne's World" words
21 "Wayne's World" words
22 "Wayne's World" words
23 "Wayne's World" words
24 "Wayne's World" words
25 "Wayne's World" words
26 "Wayne's World" words
27 "Wayne's World" words
28 "Wayne's World" words
29 "Wayne's World" words
30 "Wayne's World" words
31 "Wayne's World" words
32 "Wayne's World" words
33 "Wayne's World" words
34 "Wayne's World" words
35 "Wayne's World" words
36 "Wayne's World" words
37 "Wayne's World" words
38 "Wayne's World" words
39 "Wayne's World" words
40 "Wayne's World" words
41 "Wayne's World" words
42 "Wayne's World" words
43 "Wayne's World" words
44 "Wayne's World" words
45 "Wayne's World" words
46 "Wayne's World" words
47 "Wayne's World" words
48 "Wayne's World" words
49 "Wayne's World" words
50 "Wayne's World" words
51 "Wayne's World" words
52 "Wayne's World" words
53 "Wayne's World" words
54 "Wayne's World" words
55 "Wayne's World" words
56 "Wayne's World" words
57 "Wayne's World" words
58 "Wayne's World" words
59 "Wayne's World" words
60 "Wayne's World" words

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

000, 001, 010, 011, 100, 101, 110, 111

Get answers to any three clues by touch-tone phone: 1-800-420-5656 (75¢ each minute).

BIG HEAD TODD
AND THE MONSTERS
Mon. November 15 8PM
Students $10 General $15
Stepan Center
Ticketess Available at the LaFortune Info Desk

ACOUSTIC CAFE
TONIGHT
9-12 PM
IN THE HUDDLE

OF INTEREST

Veterans Day Joint Retreat Ceremony conducted by the three R.O.T.C. programs will be at 4:40 p.m. today at the South Quad Flag Pole. The guest speaker will be General Ronald Fogelman, commander in chief of the U.S. Transportation Command and commander of the Air Force Air Mobility Command. A 9-11 fly-by is scheduled.

MULAC Meeting Tonight at the Coalition Center, second floor of LaFortune at 7 p.m. Items to be discussed are upcoming dinner, guest speakers and other activities.

Free posters are being distributed by student government and AdWorks. Hall staff can pick them up in the AdWorks office, 300 LaFortune Student Center, between 1 and 5 p.m. Thursday and Friday. AdWorks hopes students will show their support by placing the "Go Irish" posters in their windows before the Notre Dame-Florida State.

AT THIS POINT, YOUR ALMA MATER DOESN'T MATTER.
Notre Dame’s Florida natives look forward to ’Noles

**Top seed Badin faces Howard in awaited rematch**

By KELLY CORNELIS

In the semi-final game of the women’s interhall football playoffs, tournament favorite Badin will face South Quad rival Howard in a rematch from the regular season. In their previous meeting, the "Attitude" triumphed in a close game, 13-4.

Looking to avenge their loss and move into the championship game, Howard plans to concentrate on shutting down the Badin offense, which has been consistent all year. Howard allowed 20 points in their first-round game against P.E., so they will have to play tough defense to stop the "Attitude." "Our defense is preparing for them this time," stated Howard captain Lynn Quenan. "Everyone’s really excited about the possibility of making it to the finals, but we know Badin will be a difficult team to beat." Badin’s strategy includes tightening up on defense and continuing to play as if this were just any other game. In first-round playoff action, Badin put together a solid team effort in their win over Parley. Quarterback Shari Shepard had a stellar game, throwing two touchdown passes and also rushing...

**Stanford and Fisher meet in quest for the stadium**

By G.R. NELSON

Florida State vs. Notre Dame is not the only football game on campus this weekend. Sunday at Stepan Field, Stanford will battle top-seeded Fisher.

Fisher is coming off an impressive 22-0 rout over Alumni. In that game, Fisher dominated on both sides of the ball. Stanford escaped with a 20-7 victory over a tough Keenan team. Both Fisher and Stanford feel they have what it takes to play in the Stadium.

"Stanford has a good team," said Fisher captain Jeff Biever. "But if we play our game, we should be fine." Stanford is also optimistic. "If we execute," said Stanford captain Chris Pollina, "no team should be able to beat us.

Although both teams have strong defenses, this is a game where the offenses should dictate the outcome.

Fisher has a strong passing attack, and Stanford’s secondary has been vulnerable to the big play. Because of this, Pollina has made some personnel changes and added speed to the defense. Lamar Guillory and Tomie Barth will both start on defense for the Studs.

Stanford has a strong running game and Fisher has been inconsistent at times stopping the run. Fisher must contain the Studs running game and keep their passing attack in check. Fisher also plans to play man in the secondary, but they could have a tough time finding someone to cover the 6’5” Bob Baxter. All in all, this should be a great game.

"I broke a family tradition by coming here," said Magee, adding that despite the continuing loyalty his family is rooting for him and the Irish. "I think we should win." Saturday’s “Game of the Century” against the Seminoles takes on a personal meaning for seniors John Covington of Winter Haven, Clint Johnson of Altamonte Springs, Oscar McBride of Chiefland, McDougal, freshman Brian Perry of Avon Park and sophomore Magee.

"It definitely hits home just being from that state," said Johnson. "We have friends on the team and it will be good to play against them.

Almost all the Florida natives know or have played with someone on the Florida State team and the phone lines between South Bend and Tallahassee have been tied up with trash-talking this week. "Guys (from home) have been calling and talking about the game, wishing me luck and throwing in little things about the game," said Johnson.

Starting quarterback McDougal will have current Seminole defensive end Tyran Marion, one of three Fly high School teammates, trying to knock him to the ground. Talk about the game has been casual so far, but McDougal admits that whoever wins this game will have bragging rights for a long time.

One factor of the game which has been heavily debated this week is the weather. Many are questioning the ability of the Florida State team to play in cold South Bend weather including the Irish players.

"I watched their game last weekend when they played Maryland," said Magee. "It was only 50 degrees and they were all bundled up in their jackets. If it’s colder, what are they going to do? If they’re a good football team, it shouldn’t affect them.”

Freshman Perry has just recently gotten his first taste of a northern winter and he doesn’t think the Seminoles are ready for the weather. “Being from Florida and hanging out in the sunshine, you come up here and it’s cold...

"I’m definitely going to stay in Florida this year. I took visits to other schools, but I fell in love with Notre Dame," said McDougal. "It’s the school I want to be at. It’s the only school I want to be at.

For sophomore Brian Magee of Largo, Fl., the pull towards staying in Florida was even greater. It was family. Magee’s sister is a student at Florida along with an array of aunts, uncles and cousins.

Men’s Interhall

Zahm meets Morrissey in the semi-finals, playing for a chance in the Stadium.

A&KM Allegations

Linebacker Jamie Cox is and Texas A&M say that the NCAA need not take action against the school.

Women’s Interhall

P.W. and Lewis mix it up in the second semi-final game for the women on Sunday.